A test/training environment has been set up to allow users to ‘play’ with the system. The default dataset is the Utas Production dataset so you have to manually choose the test environment. This is achieved by opening TRIM and selecting File > Open Dataset. The following box is presented.

Note: If you only have the Utas Production Dataset available you may add the Utas TRIM7 Test dataset by clicking on the Add button and follow the wizard – replace the itssbytrim1 HP TRIM Workgroup server name to itstesttrim.

When you log into the test environment for the first time you need to get some Global Settings. These settings are set up to give you access to the types of functionality and information that you require to see including toolbars, menu, skin and tab bar settings etc. Refer to Cheat Sheet 45 – Global Settings.
You can identify which dataset you are in as it will be shown in the right hand corner of your screen. We have also changed the colour of the environment so it will be obvious but you will need to get global settings to do this.

Your test environment should look like this: